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ABSTRACT 

The objective of beta-densitometer instrumentation at Ivy Mike shot was, primarily, to 
measure material density near ground surface as a function of time and, secondarily, to test 
the latest modifications to previous densitometer models. 

The results showed (1) that thermal or preshock dust is absent at a ground range of about 
23,006 it (Sation 690.02), (2) that it is possible to calculate the over-pressure due to air shock 
alone from *he measured density change, provided that preshock turbulence is not excessive, 
and (3) that the modifications to the densitometer proved to be satisfactory. The calibration 
and electronic engineering of the Ivy model densltometer were considerably improved over 
previous models. 
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OBJECTIVE 

The objective of beta-densitometer instrumentation at Ivy Mike shot was, primarily, to 
measure material density near the ground surface as a function of time and, secondarily, to 
test the latest modifications to previous densitometer models. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

A detailed explanation of the working principle and descriptions of the working parts of 
the densltomcter appear in previous reports.‘,’ 

Briefly, the densitometer consists of a fixed source of beta rays, a detector which re- 
sponds to changes ln beta-ray intensity, and a recording lnstrument which converts the de- 
tector output into an oscilloscope-beam deflection that 1s photographed by a strip camera for 
permanent record. The attenuation of the beta rays, and hence the detector output, is a func- 
tion only of the densfty of material between source and detector. Densitometer components 
are shown ln Figs. 2.1 to 2.3. 

Three l-curie amounts of Sr” were used as beta sources in each station, except at Station 
690.02, where two l-curie amounts were used. 

2.2 PROBLEMS IN DENSITOMETER DESIGN 

2.2.1 Greenhouse Model 

The Greenhouse densitometer used 6 curies of Sr” at 50 cm from the detector. The 
ampllfler was a balanced d-c type, designed to receive the total-gamma and total-beta signal 
from one RCA 5819 multlplter phototube at one grld :nput and the total-gamma signal only from 
a second phototube at another grid input. The subtracted outputs of the two plates of the 
ampllfler were to give only the beta signal with all gamma or background signal canceled out. 

Disregarding for the moment the difficulty of balancing a d-c ampbfler and the varlatlon of 
each photomultlpller gain with fatlgue, the llmltatlon of the design itself presented a formidable 
obstacle agalnst ob&lnlng a beta record ln the presence of any appreciable background (malnly 
gamma) radlatton. This obstacle vises from the fact that the grld input signal must be limited 
between the saturation vaj&+&ually a value of plus I or 5 volts) and the cutoff value (usually 
a value of minus 10 to 15 velte).;Z&Uaearity of ampllfler out&w&&id input is desired, an 
even smaller spread of grld input must be adhered to. Consequently, to get any usable beta- 
signal component ln the output, the combined gamma and beta signal must be restricted to the 
usable portion of the ampllfler characteristics. For practical reasons thls means that the 
magnitude of the gamma signal muat be comparable to the magnitude of the beta signs?. Large 
gamma background wlll saturate both halves of an ampllfler designed to accomodate a relatively 
small beta signal. With such an input system, therefore, only weak gamma backgrounds will be 
subtracted. Moreover, because of the difficulty of malntalnlng a balanced output, subtraction 
may not tmcessarlly give zero gamma signal. 
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Another aerhus source of difficulty in subtracting the gamma signal with the amplifier 
used at Greenhouse was the fact that the 5819 photamultipllers were turned on asd were 
fatiguing several hours prior to shot time. The gain of two photomultipliers, carefully selected 
as they may be, could vary considerably after several hours of fatigue. Gf the two records 
obtained at Greenhouse, one was a pure gamma w) record without superimposed beta 
signal. The other was the n& output of the balancing mystem. 

2.2.2 Buster Model 

In the Buster model a mechanical chopper cutting off the beta flux 400 times per second 
was used with a single lP2I photomultipller. A band-pass filter and ampllfer displayed the 
4OO-cps variation of the beta signal and the superinqosed noise. This was a sound design that 
could have worked, except for the high spurious noise picked up that made the record unreadable. 
The amplifier was noisy when disturbed by shock, but ctherwlse it operated sattsfactorily. 
The excessively long leads, about 20-ft loops, between successive dynodes and photomultiplier- 
power supply picked up and amplified spurious Sign& of magnitude comparable to that of the 
detected beta signal. 

As in Greenhouse no system of field calibration was incorporated in the instrument. 
Laboratory calibntiou with a pressure tank was relied upon to relate detected beta signal to 
material density along the beta path. 

22.3 Tumbler Modei 

Both the Greenhouse d-c model and the Buster a-c model with completely redesigned 
electronic systems were used at Tumbler with the idea ofz 

1. Eliminating deficiencies from both systems. 
2. Testing a field calibration method using removable foils in the beta path. 
3. Comparing the systems for best results. 
4. Determining feasibility of use at Ivy. 
5. Obtainiq density-time measurement for Tumbler. 

Both the d-c and the a-c systems, &scribed in the Tumbler report, worked satisfactorily. The 
d-c system is favored over the a-c system for the following reasons: 

1. It smoothes out statisUcs and therefore produces a cleaner record. 
2. The d-c system requires simpler instrumeutation, eliminating the mechanical chopper 

and band-pass circuits. 
The amplifier was used in the linear and nonBne.ar range; this required accurate knowledge 

of the ampIifler characteristic in the interpretation of results. A completely linear reproduction 
of the beta signal would Mve been preferable, especlaIly because the variation of beta signaI 
with material density was logarithmic. An amplifier with a larger voltage variation could be 
used, but this would require more batteries and more circuitry. A more attractive solution, 
achieving both Iinear response and simplified circuitry, is to use a. high-sensitivity fast- 
response phosphor with the photomultiplier. 

REFERENCES 

. 1. F. B. Panel and J-7 Blast Measurement Group, Measurement of Air Density in a Shock 
Wave, Greenhouse Preoperational Beport, Project 6.4.1. 

2. P. IL FlorCrus, C. G. Young, Jr., and A. T. Brousseau, Beta-Densitometer Feasibility 
Test, Tumbler-Srapper Project 19.2c Beport, Part II, WI-558 
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CHAPTER 3 

INSTRUMENTATION _ 

3.1 GENERAL 

. 

The densitometer used at Ivy Mike shot was the d-c type. Aside from having the desirable 
features of previous models, it had rn added simplification in lid it did not use a second 
photomultiplter for balancing the background gamma signal. This simplification was made 
possible by the special situatton expected to prevail at Mike shot. Calculations by F. B. Ponel 
predicted negligible background radiation at the tnstrument stations at the times of blast-wave 
arrival. 

With only one photomultiplier to receive both the beta and the background signal, back- 

. 

ground radiation (matnly gamma) would increase the total signal and could, if sufficiently 
strong, drive the electron beam, which ls supposed to respond to the beta signal only, off the 
face of the osctlloscope. Any thermal* or preshock dust, on the other hand, would diminish the 
signaL Miscalculation of the gamma-radiation rate could lead to confusion in the tnterpretation 
of the beta trace, even if the beta trace between zero time and time of blast arrival appears 
cornParable to the preshot trace. It could mean that there was no detectabxe gamma nor pre- 
shock dust. It could also mean that the effects of gamma background and preshock dust 
neutralized ench other. Tumbler records showed that the first possibility is more likely than 
the second, especially if the trace returns to its preshot level rapidly. Preshock dust raises 
the beta trace to a fairly steady level. Decaying gamma, on the other hand, brings the trace 
down conUnucnisly. As it turned out, calculations of gamma-radiation rate and predictfon on 
the behavior of the beta trace were correct. 

3.2 BETA SGIJFtCES 

Three l-curie SrW beta sources were used at each statfort, except at Statfon 600.02, 
where two l-curie sources were used. Sources were 100 cm from the 2-mil aluminum fotl 
which covered the detector. 

Bach l-curie source of S#’ was contained in a cylindrical stainless steel shell, 1.0 in. in 
diameter and 0.3 in. deep. The active face was sealed with a 1-mil stainless steel foil. Details 
of the source holder are shown in Fig. 3.1. 

Vhen a nuclear bomb is detonated over a dry ground surface, dust is literally exploded from 
the surface shortly after detonation and usually before the arrivP; of the blast wave. The exact 
mechanism of this phenomenon is complex and is believed to be due to the lntense burst of 

.’ thermal energy released by the bomb, hence the term thermaI dust. 
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BOTTOM VIEW 

Fig. 3.1 -Beta-source bolder (full rule). 
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S.S DETEZTGR 

. 

‘ 

r . 

The detector con&tS of an RCA 5819 photomultiplier and a phosphor glued to the cathode 
end of the ti. The phosphor is made up of 5-nail transtilbene crystal glued on top of a ‘/(-in. 
lucfte disk. The disk is formed to fit the contour of the tube face. 

The phosphor, being far more effective in attenuating beta than gamma radlatlon, la there- 
fore more sensitive to beta than to gamma radiation. The phosphor was effective in increasing 
detector output to such an extent that it was possible to eliminate the d-c amplifier (i.e., to 
feed the detector output directly to the oscilloscope) and also to double the distance between 
source Maui detector. Doubling the beta path meant doubling the material sample whose density 
was measured. 

The detector circuit is shown in Fig. 3.2. The lxnver supply is made up from the 30-volt 
cells of 300-volt Eveready No. 493 batteries. Each power sup$y consists of duplicate 1260- 
volt hanks cd batteries, paralleled for greater reliability. Construction of the power supply in 
this manner resulted in very short leads, which la an essential requirement for minimizing or 
eltminatfng spurious signals. 

The voltages applied to the various pins are as follows: 
1. Cathode to dynode No. 1: 180 volts. 
2. Between dynodes (No. 1 to No. 10): 90 volts each. 
3. Dynaie No. 10 to plate (across load): 270 volts. 

. 

. 

1 

The plate load was variable between 200,000 and 400,000 ohms with the center of the load 
grounded. Thie point was selected as ground to permit a balanced-line output to the recording 
unit. 

The photomultipller power was turned off by relays which opened to remove voltage from 
dynodes No. 2 and No. 4. This method was effective. When the power was turned off in this 
manner, there was no photomultiplier output nor fatigue. This method was parttcularly 
convenient in that no b&h-voltage circuits had to be turned on or off. 

The photomulti~lier was made light tight by housing it in a steel tube (Fig. 3.3), which 
also afforded magnetic shielding. The cathode end was sealed with a 1.5-mil aluminum foil. 

3;4 RECORDING UNIT 

The recording unit fxdsted of a dual-trace cathode-ray tube, a strip camera, timing 
lights azxl oaciUators, control and delxy circuits, and associated power suppltes (Fig. 2.2). 

The hdire asrsembly was housed in a watertight aluminum cylinder (Fig. 2.1). 
The output (current) of the photomultiplter was fed to a variable (resistance) load, 

b8lanced about ground and located in the record-ing unit (Fig. 3.4). The voltage drop acroee 
tbir load m &played dtrectly on the screen of a dual-gun cathode-ray tube. 

Any 6purioua noire picked up by the beta-signal leads in cable D would also be picked up 
by 8n add&nml pair of leada terminated across a 600,ooo-ohm load in the battery box (Fig. 
3.1) between terminals d and 8. In this way spurious gignals that might be mistaken for beta- 
aigoal var!!Ua~ would be displayed in greater amplttude by the secad or noise-monitor@ 
trace of the cathode-ray tube. 

The cothodt-ray tube M a 3U2Pll manufactured by the Electronic Tube Corporation. 
The parer suppiy was made up of dry batteries as follows: 

Gromck anode8 No. 2 and No. 3, unused deflection plates, and center tape of signal leads. 
-600 to -900 volts: focusing or erode No. 1. 
-1170 to -1200 voltsz control grids (to-volt batteries). 
6 voltsz across filaments (at -1200 volts!. 
180 and 120 rolls: positioning voltages. 
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DETECTOR 
(RCA 5819) 

POWER SUPPLY 

Fig. 3.3-Detector assembly. 
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AR batteries x.&!ng up these voltages were !n duplfcate and connected !n yeraRe as fnsurance 
againat fatlure. 

NT6 Willard B-vc~i wet cells were used for filament power !n l!eu of dry cell8 because of 
the greater current requirement which these cells could furnish 

The cathode-ray tube was mounted !ns!de a Mu-metal cyl!nder to sh!eld it from the earth’s 
magnetic field. 

The ground points of the beta-signal circuit and of the cathode-ray tube were connected to 
the recording unit case ulrough a lOO-megohm resistor to dra!n any static charges and to 
provide a h!gh impedance to any possible short to the ca8e from any pprt of the recording- 
unit circuit. 

A M-mm Kodah Clne E strip camera photographed the var!at!m of the signals on the 
cathode-ray-tube screen and generated a ttme base proportional to the f!lm speed. Since the 
speed of the camera varies noticeably, accurate time interval8 could not be determined by 
measuring film lengths. Oscillator circuits were used to generate 5- and 1004zycle pulses to 
neon bulb8 mounted on the oscilloscope screen. Thus a series of 0.200 and 0.01~see t!m!ng 
marks were included in the film record, directly below the beta-signal trace. The O.%O-set 
timing mark8 were Inch&d merely as an aid !n counting the 0.01~8ec mark 

The camera was powered by a bank of 221/,-volt dry batteries. With approximately a 
2-amp dra!n, the batteries were reliable only for two to three run8 of about 1 min each. How- 
ever, for the measurement time involved the power wa8 sufficient. For repeated trial NIUI 
the camera was powered by external batteries connected through mon!tor!ng cable C (Fig. 3.5). 

A t!m!ng-oxlllator circuit is shorn !.I! Fig. 3.6. Kach t!m!ng !!ght osc!!!ator consisted of a 
Welnbrldge oscillator and peaking circuit. The oscillator output was a voltage spike great 
enough to flash the GE51 neon bulb and sufficient to give sharp t!m!ng marks on the record!ng 
film. Filament and plate voltages were supp!!ed by dupl!cated dry batteries. 

. 
3.5 CGXTROL SYSTEM 

--.-.--___ ____ ------- - 

The control system consl8ted of two exteinal ma8ter Kdgerton, Germeshau8en 6 Crier, 
Inc. (KG&G) relays and nine sealed-type relays mounted !n the reeord!ng unit rnd !n the 
photomult!pl!er battery box. The master relays, ncrmally open, closed to give timing signah 
at E-l min and H-5 set, respectively. 

The H-l nu May activated the &cults of a hold-down relay and five swttch relays 
(Fig. 3.7), which turned on the power supplies to the photomult!pl!er and the f!laments of the 
cathode-ray tube and timing oscillators. The H-5 set retay activated a hold4own rehy, a 
8w!tch relay for the camera-motor power, the foil cal!bration ckcuit, and the power for the 
delay relay. After a predeterm!ned time the delay relay closed and burned out a fuse which 
turned off power to all internal relays and to the came- motor. 

Although the relay8 were rated at 24 volts, 45 volt8 wa8 u8ed to g!va tbam a greater 
closing force and prevent the cmtacts from. Chattering when hit by a shock. 

The heater voltage for the delay relay (Amperite 6NO60) was obtained from the 
oscillator-filament 6-volt battery (Fig. 3.5). 

To facU!tate cal!brat!on and last-minute adjustment8 !n the f!eld, an axe88 window 
(Fig. 2.1). covered by a removable plate, wa8 cut on the side of the alum!num cylfnder which 
housed the recording un!t. The tolloaring checks and adjustments could be accompltshed 
through the windows 

1. Check functioning of Uming l&S. 
2. Check camerAen setUng8. 
3. Xn8ert or replnce control fuse. 
4. Adjust electron beams on CRT screen for focus, brlghtne88, and po8!t!on. 
5. Set photomultipler load to locate output-signal level at desired po!nt on screen (f!na.l 

field cal!bratlon adjustment). 
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3.6 CAMERATION 

Calibratim cmsfsted, essentMl y, b ztermirlng electroa-heam deflection of the cothode- 
ray tube correqxn&ng to material density rlo~g the beta path. Since the deflection senst- 
Uvlty of the cathode-ray tube was fxmtant, alibntioa could also be done by measuring the 
deflection voltages correspocding to Imom value8 cd material density along the beta path. 

In the field, calibrattoa was accomplished byz 
1. Recording an fib, just prior to ins&l&q each instrument StoUon, electron-beam de- 

flecUala COrrespaAing to several known values of deflection voltages. 
2. Recording the election-beam deflectioae corresponding to known thicknesses of hpo 

ahxainum foils over the receiver. The aluminum foils are released one at a time between E-5 
bog and zero tlme. Thus, a calibntlm tnce obblwd just prior to shot Ume appears on the 
same film with the density record. 

The information from field cUbmUon wta checlrecl against laboratory measurements of 
deflection voltages and born deflcctiaas correqcmding to known valuee of material density in 
the be+.+. ppth enables one to convert the record d beam dellectlon into material density. The 
calibntiaa foil-release circuit is shown in Fig. 3.8. 

S.7 INSTRUMENT STATION8 

Densitometers were located at four stations 

SWion No. site 
Distance from 
ground zero, ft 

A detatl draw& of the instrument statIon is @en in F&E. 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.8-Calibration foil release circuit 
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Fig. 3.9-Detail of bcu-dmsitomrtcr rutioa 
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CHAPTER4 . 

RESULTS 

The densitometer at Station 690.01 did not function properly. The recording camera did 
nd run, as shown by the film footage indicator and the unexposed section of ftlm following the 
record of voltage calibration made just prior to closing the station on M-5 days. 

The densitometer at Station 690.02 functioned successfully. The data obtained are given in 
a later paragraph. 

At Station 690.03 the camera ran, but the timing oscillator and the oscilloscope were 
never turned on. At Station 690.64 all components operated, but in reversed timing sequence 
so that the camera power was turned off before the blast wave arrived. 

The instruments and instrumect stations withstood the stresses due to heat and blast. 
The only damaged parts were the two front guy wires in Station 690.01, which were snapped and 
bent. However, the source holder was undamaged and the relative pcsition of the beta source 
and detector was unchanged. Stations 690.01 and 690.02 were washed over. Doth were covered 
with coral rock and sand on recovery. Washing over, obviously, must have occurred long after 
blast arrival, or else the record at Station 690.02 could not have been obtained. 

An enlargement of a portion of the densitometer film record at Statton 690.02 is s1mm In 

Fig. 4.1. As was predicted, zero Ume, characterieed by a burst of gamma &tions, was 
distinctly identiffed on the record by a discontinuity of the beta trace. The electron beam re- 
cord@ the beta signal was driven off the oscilloscope screen but came back to its presbot 
position in approxfmately 0.30 sec. It remained at this position until the blast arrival. 

The noise-monttortng trace remained at the same level from the start to the finish of the 
record run, thus proving the relative immunity of the circuit components from electromagnetic 
disturbance and other spurious signals. 

From the densitometer record at Station 690.02, the following data were oMamed (Pkg. 4.1): 

Time of blpst arrival, 9.66 set 
Density at H + 9.66 see, 1.76 g/liter 
p/o0 at H + 9.86 set, 1.53 i 0.03 

(where pc is the density of uuahocked air pnd p ia the density of the material along the 
beta path) 

I 

I 

Maximum density ‘meraured (a: H t 12.01 BBC), 9.20 g/liter 
Maxtmum p/p* measured (at H + 12.01 MC), 6.06 

In general, during the period 0.1 to 3.5 set after blast arrival, the material density varted 
randotiy (suggesting swirling and turbulence) from about 2.6 to 4.3 times preshot atmospheric 
density. This tndicates considerable loading of the air by dust, pebblen. co&, rock, and other 

I 
debda. 
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CRAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The voltagei-calibration trace and foil-calibration trace that were made just prior to 
closing each station showed that all densitometers were in satisfactory operating condition. 
These calfbntions were made both as a final check on the serviceability of the densitometers 
and also to check the calibration during the record run. 

The causes of the functional frilures at Stattom 690.01, 690.03, and 6DO.04 are not 
definitely known. However, there are several possible explanations. At Station BDO.01 there 
may have been a faulty contact between the recording-unit outlet and the cable connected to the 
H-5 MC timing @G&G) relay. Hence the control relay in the recording unit whfch was to close 
the camera power circuit was not actuated. 

At Station 690.03 a situation opposite to that at Station 680.01 appeared to have occurred. 
The camera and 211 other cfrcuits designed to close at H-5 set were turned on. However, 
oscillator- and filament-battery voltages after recovery indicated that they were never turned 
on (at E-l min). This time the control cable connected to the H-l min timing relay may have 
made poor contact. 

The densitometer at Station 690.04 operated well but with reversed Uming sequence. The 
designed timing sequence was for the oscillators 

filaments were turned on. Since all the densitometers were connected in an 
identical manner, the timing relays at Station 6DO.04 could have been marked in reverse. 

The record obtained at Station 690.02 agreed with predictions. The time of release of the 
last callbratios foil bad been measured fn the laboratory to be about 2.9 set after the master 
timing relay closed at H-5 sec. The break in the beta trace at about 1.1 set after the release 
of tha ia& foil was therefore taken aa the zero-time mark. The break in the beta trace v~ 
belfeved to have been r;*~sed by a sudden burst of gamma radiation at the instant of explosion. 
This momentary large Nd gamma radiation superimposed on the beta signal was 
sufficient to deflect the electron beam off the face of the oscilloscope. 

The q&k recovery of the beta trace to its prezero-time level proved that the predicted 
low gamma radiation rate was indeed correct and that its consequence, namely, elimination of 
lead ableldisg and of a second phototube for subtracting background radiation, was justified. 

Except for the shoti break (for about 0.30 set) in the beta trace at zero time, the beta- 
trace level was essentially constant from H-1.03 set (time of release of last calibration foil) 
until H + 9.66 set (time of blast arrival). This was interpreted to mean not only negligible 
background radiation but also the absence of dust-:oadfng in the air (thermal dust prior to 
blast arrival). It also hdicated phototube fatigue was negligible during the period of measure- 

I Blent. 
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The complete absence of bumps and wiggles in the noise-monitoring trrcc showed t&i the 
instrument was well shielded from spurious sfgnals, and therefore all nriatloas In the kta 

trace could be attributed to bona fide material-density changes. 
In view of the apparent absence of thermal dust, the Inltfal rise ln density (rise UJDC = 

0.003 secj wras interpreted as being caused only by an increase in density of shocked alr. The 
measured denstty of shocked material (air) to unshocked material (sir), p/p, = 1.53, would 
give, using the Ranldne-liugoniot relation 

and 

y = 1.40 

a peak overpressure of P-PO = 12.4 psi at Station 690.02, which wan 22,219 It from ground zero. 
Unless there is so much turbuience as to prevent positive identification of blast arrival, it 

appears possible to calculate p/pa, and hence P/P,, due to air shock alone by subtracting the 
increase in density due to thermal dust, which is recorded OII the film. 
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CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Standaxlization of the beta densitometer was attained to a large degree at Ivy. All den- 
sitometers were built and installed alike. However, each bad its characteristic calibration 
curve which is strongly dependent on the voltage sensitivity of the cathode-ray tube and 
especially on the phototube used. As available commercial phototubes become more standard- 
iaed, so will densitometers. Densitometer accuracy, now reliable to 10 per cent or better, wili 
be more accurate as better phototubes (high sensitivity, less fatigue, negligible dark current, 
etc.) become available. Calibration will be more accurate. 

At Ivy a suitable phosphor (made by Earl Fullman, Group GhDC-5, LASL) was finally made 
available for densitometer use. This phosphor eliminated the need for amplifier circuits and 
their power supplies. It appears tit densitometers vi11 continue to use phosphors. 

TWO of the simplifications incorporated in the densitometers at Ivy may not be applicable 
ln densitometers to be used with smaller or nominal bombs. The elimination of shielding and 
of a second phototube to subtract background radiation was made possible by the low back- 
ground radiation that was encountered at the Ivy Mike densitometer stations. This condition 

will not hold in smaller bombs (yields in the order of 100 kt or less) at ranges of Interest. 

Unlesti advances in electronics make it unnecessary, densitometers for use with nominal or 
smaller bombs will require a second phototube and also lead shielding around the phototubes. 
Experience at Operation Tumbler showed that these are reasonable modifications to make. 

The success of the d-c beta densitometer at Ivy makes the d-c beta densitometer a 
preferred choice over the a-c type. The densitometer instrumentation at Ivy also set a 
reliable pattern of densitometer circuitry so that emphasis on future improvements can be 
shifted from circuit design to a search for more rugged battery power supplies and circuit 

pcrts. 
Specific improvements that can be made on the Ivy model beta densltometer are as follows: 
1. Use double-pole double-throw relays to decrease current per pole and to increase 

relkbilily. 
2. If relay contacts persist 41 sticking, use more rugged-type relays. 
2. Use one pair of H-5 set master relay terminals to close H-l min circuits in the 

over& H-l min signals are faulty. This precaution will prevent losing the density record for 
times of arrival greater than 20 sec. 

4. Use M internal delay circuit to operate on the H-l min signal and to close the camera 
&cult in approximately 55 set in the event that the H-5 set signal 1s faulty. 

5. Use photosensitive relays (Blue Box) to ensure that all circuits close and remain closed 
after zero time. 

6. Inasmuch as the densitometer has proved to be relatively Immune from spurious or 
nofse signals, one trace of the oscilloscope may be used to record total background radiation 
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or gamma-tube output only in a dual-photomultiplier system. 
7. Investigate the desirability of using heavier control cables and connectloaa or of us&g 

additional parallel control lines. 
8. Fabricate a junction box for preoperational connection to the EiG&G rclaya, allowing 

subsequent control cables to be plugged in during operational Installation. This will ensure 
connections that are identical to those used on tests, save time, and prevent accidental 
triggering of control circuits. 

9. Check timing signals *<ring dry runs by measuring the open and closed umdltlon of 
plug pins at the recording-unit end of the control cables. 

10. Install indicator lights for monitoring circuits. 

. 
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